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Abstract

**Background:** Positive Behavioural Support (PBS) has been identified as a means of improving the quality of life and support of people with an intellectual disability. This qualitative study explored the views of service providers about a regional PBS programme, that was underpinned by a workforce development approach.

**Method:** Semi-structured interviews were conducted with senior staff (n = 42), from organisations which provided services to people with an intellectual disability, about their views about, and perceived impact of, the PBS programme, Data were analysed using thematic analysis.

**Results:** Two themes were identified: ‘It's what PBS is about, isn’t it?’ emphasised the importance of the programme being systemic and evidence based; ‘Macro to micro’ highlighted the different points in the systems of care at which the programme was seen to impact.

**Conclusions:** We discuss the results in the context of the study limitations.
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Introduction

The recent abuse of people with an intellectual disability at Whorlton Hall in the United Kingdom has re-emphasised the urgent need to create a workforce with the values and competence to provide high quality services. The need to enable those who were inappropriately placed in institutional care to access good community-based provision had been outlined five years earlier in light of the Winterbourne View scandal and Positive Behavioural Support (PBS) was identified as one of the fundamental building blocks for the provision of successful support (NHS England, 2014). The principles that underpin PBS were also endorsed in clinical guidelines for the support of people with an intellectual disability who display behaviours which challenge [CB] (e.g. National Institute for Health and Care Excellence [NICE], 2015, 2018).

PBS has three main components, as outlined by Gore and colleagues (2013). The first is a positive value base that emphasises interventions should be non-aversive, build skills and opportunities which increase quality of life and involve meaningful stakeholder participation. The second relates to the theoretical and conceptual models used in PBS, in particular the understanding of CB as learned behaviours and the role of applied behavioural analysis in informing assessment of, and interventions for, CB. The third addresses process issues, such as the need for interventions to be function based, include reactive and proactive strategies, and be underpinned by functional analysis which is informed by robust data.

PBS approaches have generally been shown to be effective (e.g. Bowring, Totsika, Hastings, & Toogood, 2020; Lewis et al., 2019; MacDonald & McGill, 2013; McGill et al., 2018; Positive Behavioural Support Coalition UK, 2015), although not all studies have found it to be so (e.g. Hassiotis et al., 2018) and providing staff training in PBS can result in positive outcomes, such as increased staff knowledge and confidence, reductions in CB (see
Likewise, despite PBS being a multi-component, systemic approach, and mediator analysis being a key component of PBS approaches (PBS Coalition, 2015), most approaches have used a staff training, rather than a systemic workforce development (WFD) approach in order to promote change. A WFD approach differs from a more traditional staff training approach by taking account of the systems within which an individual works, rather than just focusing on the individual learner. A WFD approach is likely to consider and address organisational and structural factors, as well as individual training needs and is often underpinned by collaborative, strategic partnerships between different stakeholders (Jacobs & Hawley, 2009).

The idea of a need for a systemic approach to PBS is not a new one. School wide PBS approaches have existed in the US for a number of years (see Horner et al., 2007) and in 2013, Allen et al. emphasised the need for a whole-system PBS approach in the UK, noting ‘The task here is to design the broader culture so that a PBS approach is systematically supported at all levels.’ (p38). Since that time, other authors have highlighted the influence on CB and PBS of the wider organisational and social systems within which staff and those being supported operate (Olivier-Pijpers, Cramm, & Nieboer, 2019). A few researchers have taken account of some of these wider factors in their PBS interventions (e.g. McGill et al., 2018). Others have highlighted that systemic factors such as managerial inconsistency in accommodating for the increased workload of those volunteering to train (Hassiotis et al., 2018), lack of time to discuss behaviour support plans in team meetings (McKenzie, MacLean, Megson, & Reid, 2005) and the nature of practice leadership of managers who are
cascading training (MacDonald et al., 2018) may influence the successful implementation of interventions and outcomes for people with an intellectual disability.

In 2018, a comprehensive PBS programme was developed in the North East of England. This was underpinned by a WFD model (McNall, 2012), and shaped by the results of an earlier WFD needs assessment of the existing PBS practice and requirements in the area (McNall, McKenzie, & Branch, 2016), as well as research into what people with an intellectual disability and their families (McKenzie et al., 2017, 2018) considered to be good quality support, with a focus on PBS. The programme, a collaboration between NHS organisations, a local university and other stakeholders involved the development of three accredited PBS programmes, offered free of charge to staff in social care organisations who provided support to people with an intellectual disability and/or autism; and three WFD manager roles. The remit of the WFD managers included providing support and supervision to, and assessing the knowledge and competence of, those undertaking the programmes, as well as facilitating system wide culture change by liaising with stakeholders, developing communities of practice in the local areas and contributing to PBS developments, such as revising commissioning specifications. The overall project was funded by the NHS and overseen by a steering group. An independent evaluation of the programme was also commissioned and this paper reports on one aspect of this.

The accredited programmes were based on a cascade structure and provided a mixture of face to face teaching, elearning and supervision to three cohorts of staff, which led to one of the following qualifications: A Post Graduate Certificate or Advanced Diploma in Leading PBS (Level 6/7 award); Certificate in Facilitating PBS in teams or Award of competence in PBS for support workers (Level 4 awards). Table 1 provides an overview of the programme content and structure. Each module lasted for three months and each topic had associated e-learning materials which were written specifically for the programme and which took the
students between 40 minutes and two hours to complete. Every module also had three full day teaching sessions to supplement the e-learning materials and every student received direct supervision that followed a competency-based assessment related to the PBS academy standards.

The level 6/7 students received their supervision from the WFD managers, all of whom were PBS specialists, while the level four facilitators received supervision from the person within their organisation who had completed the level 6/7 course. These facilitators then offered supervision to the level 4 support workers, again using a competency-based assessment tool. A community of practice was established in each of the three main localities in the region to further support the development of the staff and a shared understanding of core principles. The Level 6/7 cohort comprised of service managers and leads, the first Level 4 cohort comprised of senior support staff (facilitators) and the second Level 4 comprised of front-line support staff. The Level 6/7 staff provided support and supervision to the facilitators, who in turn provided this to the frontline staff, with the WFD managers also providing ongoing supervision and support.

The PBS programme targeted system wide as well as individual change, with the ultimate aim of improving the service provision and quality of life for those being supported. This paper reports on a qualitative evaluation of the impact of the model. As a WFD approach was used, this evaluation explores the views of stakeholders in wider NHS, commissioning, social care and other services, as well as the L6/7 students who had undertaken the PBS qualification.

Method

Design and ethics
Ethical approval was obtained from the first author’s university ethics board. A qualitative methodology was used. Data from semi-structured interviews were analysed using thematic analysis. This method of analysis was chosen because, while it offers a rigorous method of exploring the subjective experiences of individual participants, unlike other methods of qualitative data analysis, such as Grounded Theory or Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis, it does not require a particular theoretical or epistemological stance (Braun & Clarke, 2006) and does not have the development of theory as an aim (Tie, Birks, & Francis, 2019). This allowed the flexibility to account for any differences in the epistemological views of the research team, although the authors who were primarily involved in the analyses adopted a constructivist approach and had as their focus the subjective perspectives of the participants about the PBS programme.

The core research team comprised two clinical psychologists/researchers who were experienced in working with people with an intellectual disability and/or autism and PBS and who had previously published research in this area, and two experienced research assistants. The latter were psychology graduates, who had been involved in the evaluation of the PBS programme for over a year and were, therefore, knowledgeable about the aims and context of the programme. The core research team members were not involved in the development and delivery of the programme and were commissioned to conduct an independent evaluation. The remaining authors were an experienced clinical psychologist and a specialist in WFD, both of whom were involved in the development and delivery of the PBS programme. The context of the study was the evaluation of the impact of the PBS programme outlined in the introduction.

Participants
Forty-two individuals participated, of whom 27 had undertaken the Level 6/7 programme and 7 who were undertaking, or due to begin the Level 4 programmes. The remaining participants included two social work professionals and staff who held senior roles in support organisations or held regional or national strategic roles in relation to the service provision for people with an intellectual disability. Information about individual work titles is not provided to prevent participants being identified. Eleven participants were male and 31 were female. Ages (where reported) ranged between 27 and 55.

**Procedure**

Students on the programme, who had already consented to take part in the evaluation of the PBS programme were asked to participate either during a PBS Workforce Development Impact event or shortly after the event. All others were recruited at the PBS event, which was designed to provide information and feedback to senior staff about the PBS programme. Participants were provided with information about the study at the first presentation of the PBS event and invited to come to a separate area of the venue throughout the day to meet with the researchers if they were interested in participating. Here they provided written consent and were interviewed. Interviews were audio or video recorded and were conducted by the first, second and third authors (an experienced clinical psychologist and two psychology graduates), transcribed by the third author and analysis was carried out by the first and fourth authors, both of whom are experienced researchers and clinical psychologists.

The interviewers all used the same interview schedule, to ensure that the same broad areas were covered in each interview, while also allowing the flexibility to explore themes that were important to individual participants in more detail. The interview schedule covered the following questions: the role of the participant, their relationship to, and involvement
with, the PBS programme, the impact of the programme (both positive and negative) in general and in relation to specific areas. The latter included questions about the personal impact (for example, on their knowledge or practice), their organisation (e.g., on policies and procedures), on the support of people with an intellectual disability (e.g., changes in activity levels, CB, other aspects of quality of life), on others (e.g., families, friends), on wider systems (e.g., on how services were commissioned) and in any other areas (e.g., financial impact).

The development of the guide was informed by a number of factors including research and guidelines which highlighted the areas that might be expected to change if PBS was being used consistently and well e.g., improved quality of life, changes in staff practice, reduction in CB (Dench, 2005; Hassiotis et al., 2018, MacDonald et al., 2018; McGill et al., 2018; Positive Behavioural Support Coalition UK, 2015); a scoping exercise that had highlighted some of the areas for change that were perceived as important to health and social care providers in the area (McNall et al., 2016), and research which had explored the factors that were important to people with an intellectual disability and their families in respect of good quality support (McKenzie et al., 2017, 2018).

The interviews lasted between 10 and 40 minutes. The shorter interviews were all with those participants at the impact event who had not had direct involvement with the PBS programme and so had a more specific focus compared with others who could provide a perspective on a wider range of impacts of the PBS programme.

Analysis

Analysis was conducted in accordance with the guidance from Braun and Clarke (2006). All responses were combined into a single data set, with the responses from each participant being initially read, re-read and coded individually. These individual codes were
then combined and considered in the context of the entire data set in order to generate themes and associated sub-themes. The analysis was shared with the wider research team to ensure it was consistent with the perspective of all those who had conducted interviews. Potentially identifying information was removed to ensure confidentiality.

Results

Two themes were identified: “It's what PBS is about, isn’t it?” highlighted the importance of the development and delivery of the programme being consistent with key PBS concepts; ‘Macro to micro’ highlighted the many levels at which the programme was reported to have impact. These themes, and their associated subthemes, are outlined in detail below.

Theme one: “It's what PBS is about, isn’t it?”

This theme reflects the importance that participants placed on the programme being consistent with PBS principles and values, in particular that it was underpinned by an evidence-base and reflected stakeholder views, as outlined in the subtheme: “That evidence base…it proves its worth.” The systemic WFD nature of the programme was also seen as important to its success, as this reflected the range of factors that influence behaviour and culture change, which paralleled the systemic, multi-component nature of PBS. This is outlined in the second sub-theme: “Thousands of peoples’ lives have been touched.”

“That evidence base…it proves its worth”

The fact that the programme was underpinned by research was seen as important as a means of reflecting some of the key principles of PBS - stakeholder involvement and evidence-based practice:

By doing the research you know what people actually want from parents to carers to the actual person who we provide the services for (P4).
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It's what PBS is about, isn't it? It's about taking everyone’s opinions as well as the science side of it, but you can't provide a good service unless it's what people need and want. (P5).

The underpinning research base was also seen as a way of ensuring that the programme had quality, credibility, was fit for purpose and justified the commitment of the organisations:

…because this is based on research, finding out what staff need and what people we support need…it just ensures that this training meets the needs of everyone (P28).

I think it echoes the whole point of being data driven. I think it's really important. It has massive integrity…and the fact that…people had researched and they’ve matched that need…that’s got to be brilliant (P6).

I think that evidence base it, it proves its worth if you like, and it, it helps us see that it is a worthwhile investment if you like for the organisation in terms of our commitment and the impact it can have for people (P42).

“Thousands of peoples’ lives have been touched”

The importance of the current PBS programme being underpinned by a WFD model, which reflected the systemic nature of PBS was identified by many participants. It was recognised that individual improvements in staff knowledge and skills, which occurred as a result of the programme, would be ineffective without a wider infra-structure to support them:

[it’s] what needs to be put in place at sort of a systems level to make sure that we’re actually preparing the company for the move forward to more PBS…because if we’re not ready, them [staff] getting the knowledge and experience isn’t going to do anything if the company is sort of lagging behind (P3).

This is about whole systems change and a cultural change (P42).

It was highlighted that the systemic nature of the PBS programme had been successful in identifying and engaging those people who were most able to introduce system-wide changes on a large scale:

I think it's really powerful because If you look at the people that were on the level 6 and 7 programme, these were people that run organisations and are in change and they do have that capacity to change things and on a big scale (P5).

The people who are in the room are, are the right people. They're the decision makers, you know, they are the ones that can really look strategically now about how we can make this program sustainable going forward (P38).
A cascade model was used, whereby those who had more specialist and in-depth knowledge, provided supervision and support to facilitators who in turn supported the wider staff teams. This model appeared to be effective, both within and across organisations, having an impact regionally and nationally, with organisations working together to share good practice and develop a common PBS policy:

We’re gunna develop a PBS consortium and probably look at some common fundamental standards that should be a PBS policy for all organisations (P19).

In terms of the value and the impact of the programme, it's been massive in this area. What they’ve been able to achieve and the scale of the impact, the numbers of the people who have been you know, who have been able to offer and who have been offered a better standard of support is huge…It's something that I think can have massive national impact definitely (P38).

As a result, the programme was seen as revolutionary and impacting on the lives of many people:

No, I just think it's, it's really been quite a revolutionary thing. I wouldn’t use that word lightly either, it's been a real change maker I think (P33).

Thousands of peoples’ lives have been touched in some way by this program and it is certainly something that we need to promote and spread (P38).

**Macro to micro: the impact of the programme.**

This theme reflected the many levels at which the programme had resulted in positive change. The related sub-themes reflect these different levels and include “It was nowhere near”: individual change,’ which reflects the ways in which the participants experienced changes in their knowledge, understanding and confidence; ‘Embedding PBS: organisational change’ which outlined new systems, processes and policies that resulted from the PBS programme; “Look, all our hard work is paying off” which described the impact on staff teams and “It actually works” which highlights the impact on those being supported and their families.

“**It was nowhere near:**” individual change
At the individual level, the participants were aware of changes in their knowledge and increased understanding of what PBS was: “I thought I had a fair bit of insight, but it's helped me realise that there actually a lot more stuff I needed to learn.” (P33). Participants also expressed an increase in confidence, which helped them to implement change and to challenge other professionals when they felt that proposed or existing approaches were not in the best interests of the people they supported:

Just last week when he’s had his CPA [Care Programme Approach], we’ve said like we don’t think it's appropriate and it's made me more confident to say that because I've got the evidence to say why and he's been taken off that (P4).

For many participants, their understanding of what PBS was had changed. What they previously had considered to be PBS, they now saw fell short:

I think I thought I knew what PBS was at the beginning, but I don’t think I really did (P5).

The organisation did sort of believe we were following a PBS programme but… it was nowhere near (P1).

Along with this increased knowledge came an understanding that PBS is not about fixing behaviour, it is a values-based approach which aims to improve the quality of life of those who are being supported:

It's really kind of helped me really relate back to why we do it and the quality of life for people (P13).

Actually, it's not just the challenges that need to be taken into account, it's how the quality of that person’s day affects that person still (P3).

**Embedding PBS: Organisational change**

The participants were open about the limitations that they perceived in their organisations as a result of their new understanding of PBS. Many identified organisational changes that they had already implemented. As most held senior roles they were able to implement changes in strategy, policy, systems and practice:
It made me realise that we had lots of system changes to make throughout the company and obviously I'm in the position to do that as the director of the company, so we’ve already started a lot of the system changes (P40).

Many organisations introduced new, or adapted existing, policies to make PBS a central component: “…and we’ve just for the first time a specific PBS policy for the organisation” (P33). These changes were often part of whole system changes, which reflected the shift in the organisational culture that the PBS programme had facilitated: “I'm on renewing a policy now…but the whole organisation structure around it will be changing.” (P1). The participants reported a focus on changing approaches to recruitment to ensure that the right staff were employed in the first place:

> We’ve changed our application forms as well…we’re just doing a lot more of looking at people’s values, just where before it may have just been down to their education and their experience (P11).

There was also a recognition that the principles and value-base of PBS extended beyond those being supported by the service and were equally applicable to everyone, including the staff team:

> It's not just PBS for customers and service users, it's PBS for the staff, it's developing the staff and committing to them (P9).

> The clients we work with have functions to their behaviours but also the staff do as well (P12).

This understanding changed the way that staff teams were supported by the organisation, based on an acknowledgement that supporting people with behaviour that challenges can be stressful for staff:

> It's highlighted areas that we’ve needed to focus on such as resilience… as well as making sure we’ve got the right support mechanisms in place (P40).

Understanding PBS principles also changed the way in which poor staff performance was addressed and managed:

> If a staff member is under performing it's because they don’t know what they're doing or they haven’t been shown what to do. [The new approaches involved] moving away
from traditional supervision…but actually more time spent on the shop floor observing, feeding back, sort of that behaviour skills training stuff and the interactive training. So, around observation, feedback, rehearsal, modelling (P19).

This new outlook was already bearing fruit:

I think we’ve all seen a difference in things like disciplinaries and investigations because we are taking into account…why the staff have behaved in a certain way and also taking into account how stressful it can be for them and whether we’ve provided them with everything that we could have for them to have been able to deal with that situation differently (P5).

There were also economic benefits in respect of improved staff retention and sickness levels:

Staff turnover has been minimised because of the positive impact and the involvement that the team have had (P7).

Yeah, staff sickness is a lot better. We don’t get staff going off sick as much as we did before (P29).

I think before when we didn’t have the PBS plan…you would have a high turnover of staff. I think now that they can see that the plan works, people stay in their roles longer (P28).

Many participants acknowledged that undertaking the programme and implementing changes, while positive, did have a cost in terms of the extra demands on their time and workload, as well as that of the wider staff team:

It's just been that obviously it has been time consuming, it has taken us away from our main jobs, it is additional areas of responsibility for staff (P20).

For most, however, this was accepted as a consequence of participating in the programme.

Some identified related benefits, such as increased staff team involvement and quicker resolution of existing time-consuming issues:

There has been no negativity in the service that we’ve started delivering, the behaviour support plan and the staff that have been involved in it. Our only issues are time, there's so much to do (P2).

Obviously, it would be ridiculous to say it doesn’t create extra workload but for me… I think we have addressed things that have helped reduce some of the behaviours that were taking up a lot of time (P15).

“Look, all our hard work is paying off” – the impact on staff teams
The recognition that PBS was applicable to everybody, was seen to result in positive changes for the wider staff teams:

Their knowledge, skills and expertise have increased dramatically. It's increased motivation… and engagement is much, much higher now (P40).

Staff were seen as developing a new understanding of the function of the person’s behaviour…

There's an understanding now more with the staff about the reasons why somebody might be doing something and that in turn has had a really positive effect for people that we support (P5).

and their own role in maintaining it:

When we did his assessments and looked at the ABC charts, the staff were reinforcing his behaviour (P4).

These benefits fed directly into changes in practice and the way that support was provided:

Yeah, it's definitely changed some of the practice…We’re definitely seeing more input into the PBS plans… and people are coming to us with suggestions, improvements and actually reviewing the plans that are in place better (P3).

So, instead of waiting until instances happen and then going back, people are being really proactive about how they can prevent things from escalating from the start (P17).

The increased use of systematic recording methods, monitoring and review also meant that staff could see evidence of positive changes that their new approaches had brought:

It was great to say after a few months ‘look all our hard work is paying off’…that’s a recordable, hard fact. Like a 50 percent reduction in [challenging] behaviour, which is amazing (P8).

Staff attitudes towards some of the people they supported had also changed, allowing them to see beyond the behaviour to the aspects of the person that were previously overlooked:

We’re seeing a side of his personality that we probably didn’t see before, he's quite funny actually, he has quite a good sense of humour which we didn’t see before cos he was always so angry (P4).
“It actually works” – the impact on those being supported

A number of specific examples were given of the ways in which changes in practice had influenced the way that direct support was provided. There was an increase in positive approaches…

We put a skill building programme in place to teach functionally equivalent replacement behaviours…So, we now have got this young man who is actively involved in all of his food prep, he has a communication pictorial booth to choose daily activities inside and outside the home, he has a weekly activity structure that links to observation feedback form. So, his community-based participation has increased by 70 percent (P19).

This is the guy who would get frustrated around mealtimes because he wanted to feed himself, but someone feeds him. So, it's just teaching skills again and all we did was we got some specialist adaptation kind of knives and spoons and forks and kind of hand over hand and give him that kind of skill teaching, and now he feeds himself (P12).

…and a reduction in restrictive approaches:

Since we started using PBS in the workplace, restraint has reduced…and the use of chemical restraint has actually decreased also (P24).

We’ve been able to reduce some levels of restriction in terms of physical intervention for people in PBS plans that are no longer needed (P13).

These changes were both reported as resulting in reductions in behaviours that challenged:

…and actually yesterday they reported that the number of incidents with this person has actually halved within two or three months which is amazing (P42).

within a short space of time, there has been a vast improvement in behaviours. He’s had his medication reduced actually (P4).

and increases in the quality of life of those being supported:

The people that we support lives have changed incredibly. They’ve got more independence, they're happier, they're more, it's, it's, it actually works (P29).

The quality of life is much improved, choice, everyday choices, having things to do every day (P28).

She’s now eating a healthy, well balanced diet, going out in the community, doing stuff that she, she wasn’t doing before so yeah, she’s doing really well (P32).
A significant area where the programme had impacted the quality of life of those being supported was through relationships with families. This happened directly, for example, through organisations engaging in better ways with families:

I think we always thought that we involved families and parents but I think we really are now and the conversations that we’re having around function and what people want, we’re making sure that the families are at the forefront of that and involving those, involving them in any interventions that need to happen and I think that’s made a really big impact (P5).

We’ve got the opinions of family of people we support a lot more than we probably ever have before now and the course has been a huge part of that (P33).

This also had a direct impact on those being supported, for example, enabling them to undertake activities with their families that had not seemed possible previously:

So, we’ve had engagement with families that stopped taking people out back to taking people out again cos challenging behaviour has diminished sufficiently…so it’s had a real impact on their quality of life (P40).

He’s able to spend a lot of time at home with his family where that wasn’t possible before (P28).

**Discussion**

The study aimed to evaluate the views of senior staff about, and their perceptions of the impact of, a regional PBS programme. Two aspects were seen as crucial to the success and credibility of the programme, as reflected in the first two subthemes. First, that it was underpinned by a systemic WFD framework that recognised the range of stakeholders and factors that influence behaviour and culture change (McNall, 2012). Second, that the development of the programme was evidence-based, and, in particular, that it reflected the aspects that people with an intellectual disability and/or autism and their families identified as being components of good quality care (McKenzie et al., 2017, 2018). In addition, it was based on an assessment of the WFD needs of organisations who were and/or would be
delivering PBS in the region (McNall et al., 2016). These factors were seen as reflecting the key components of PBS and, as such, were seen as increasing the commitment to, and engagement with, the programme.

The second theme outlined the different levels at which impact had occurred. Consistent with much previous research (see MacDonald et al., 2018), the participants reported increases in confidence and knowledge. There was also a move from seeing PBS as a technique for use with people with an intellectual disability to change CB, to a universally applicable value based approach that ultimately aimed to improve the quality of life and opportunities for the person being supported (Gore et al., 2013). The increased knowledge led to many organisational changes, including to staff recruitment retention and performance management. Common factors which have been found to be associated with staff stress, burnout and intention to leave are a lack of staff support (e.g. Hatton et al., 2001), poor communication and teamwork (Denny, Wells, & Cunningham, 2011) and supporting people who display CB (e.g. Robertson et al., 2005). By contrast, good quality support from well-trained supervisors who provide clear procedures and feedback to staff has been found to be related to better staff retention (e.g. Kozak, Kersten, Schillmöller, & Nienhaus, 2013, Vassos, Nankervis, Skerry, & Lante, 2015).

Many of the participants also reported changes in practice that related to the direct support of the people with an intellectual disability in their services, with associated positive changes in quality of life and reductions in restrictive and aversive procedures. This contrasts with recent quantitative research by Hassiotis and colleagues (2018) and MacDonald et al (2018), which found no significant change in quality of life. Both Dench (2005) and MacDonald et al. (2018) suggest that existing quality of life measures may not be sensitive to change in people with an intellectual disability and that an alternative approach may be
required. Our results suggest that a qualitative approach may be helpful in potentially identifying changes in quality of life that are more specific to individuals.

Wider organisational and systems factors, such as inconsistency in workload management (Hassiotis et al., 2018) and the practice leadership of managers (MacDonald et al., 2018) may also account for the different results found between studies. In respect of workload, high work demands combined with low control over your job is associated with staff stress (Lee et al., 2009). While many student participants noted that participation in the accredited programmes had increased their workload, very few identified this as negative or stressful. This may be because the first cohort all held senior organisational roles and were likely to have had the authority to adjust their own workload and that of other staff to meet these increased demands. In addition, all participating organisations made a commitment at the start of the programme to free up staff time.

A further difference between the present study and previous research was that the WFD managers provided ongoing support, supervision and modelling to staff on the programmes, with senior staff in turn modelling these approaches to the Level 4 staff. Such practice leadership and work-based coaching have been identified as important components of both PBS and Active Support (e.g. Bigby, Bould, Iacono, & Beadle-Brown, 2019; Bosco et al., 2019). The latter, which identifies the strengths and needs of the person and uses targeted support to enable the person to engage in meaningful activities and relationships with others, is argued by some researchers to be both complementary to, and a crucial component of, PBS in terms of supporting proactive approaches (e.g. Ockenden, Ashman & Beadle-Brown, 2014). As participant 19 notes, the staff support became more focused on observing and shaping practice through rehearsal, modelling and provision of work-based feedback. This model also combines the two components, structured ‘class-room’ based input
and work-based coaching, that have been found to be most effective (van Oorsouw, Embregts, Bosman, & Jahoda, 2009).

The study had some limitations. First, the study reflects the perspective of staff and professionals rather than of people with an intellectual disability. It is the latter group who are best placed to judge if PBS has resulted in an increase in their quality of life. Further research is planned to obtain these views. Second, participants were a self-selecting group and it may be that their views differ from those who chose not to take part. Third, there was some variation in the ways in which participants provided feedback and by whom they were interviewed, which may have influenced the results to some extent. Related to this, the relatively large number of participants, their different levels of involvement with, and roles in relation to, the PBS programme (for example commissioners compared with front line staff) meant that some themes and sub-themes were more pertinent for some than for others. The interview guide allowed flexibility in exploring the most important issue for the different participants, however, and the main themes were consistent across interviews.

A further consideration is that, as the focus of the study was the subjective perspectives of the participants about their experiences of the PBS programme, we did not seek to verify whether their perceptions were based on objective evidence. It may be that the participant perceptions were influenced by factors other than the effectiveness of the PBS programme itself, such as having been involved in any form of change process or having committed some time and effort to the process.

An additional issue to consider is that the analysis of the data was conducted by two clinical psychologists who were knowledgeable about PBS and had conducted previous research in the area. It is likely that their interpretation of the data was shaped by these factors. While the subjective and interpretative nature of qualitative research is
acknowledged, in order to try and maximise the rigour of the study, the quality criteria suggested by Yardley (2008) were adopted. First, sensitivity to the theoretical, social and organisational context in which the research was being conducted was addressed by basing the interview schedule and interview process on areas identified by research as being important and relevant. This also confirmed the importance of the topic area and the potential for impact to be identified. Second, commitment and rigor were addressed by trying to ensure that the participant sample was appropriate, i.e. those with some experience of the PBS programme, who were able to provide their subjective views about it. In addition, the final interpretation of the data, which itself was based on discussion and agreement between two researchers, was shared with the wider research team to ensure that it was consistent with the content of the transcripts and evidenced by the sample quotes. This also helped ensure transparency and coherence of the data.

In conclusion, the results indicate that an evidence-based PBS programme that is underpinned by a systemic WFD model was perceived by a number of senior stakeholders as having resulted in changes that had a positive effect on staff knowledge, confidence and practice; resulting in wider organisational benefits, such as improved strategy and policies, and team stability; and improving the quality of life of those being supported. An important area for future research is to explore what the specific mechanisms were that helped promote these changes.
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WFD PBS evaluation


### Table 1: Overview of the programme structure and content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PBS practice leaders</th>
<th>Module 1: Principles of PBS (14 topics)</th>
<th>Module 2: Applying PBS in Practice (11 topics)</th>
<th>Module 3: Leading PBS in Organisations (11 topics)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Level 6/7            | - Timeline of how people with disabilities have been devalued  
                        - Valuing people as individuals  
                        - Quality of life and well being  
                        - A functional understanding why behaviour occurs  
                        - Origins and influences of PBS  
                        - Essential features of PBS  
                        - What is the evidence for the use of PBS?  
                        - Behaviour happens for a reason  
                        - Role of Consequences  
                        - Critiques of PBS  
                        - Behaviour Support Plans  
                        - Role of Proactive Strategies  
                        - Role of Preventative Strategies  
                        - Role of Reactive Strategies  
|                      | - Introduction to Functional Based Assessment (FBA)  
                        - What is motivation?  
                        - Process of FBA  
                        - Undertaking FBA  
                        - Gathering and using data  
                        - Direct observation  
                        - Synthesising data  
                        - Basing interventions on FBA data  
                        - Options in FBA?  
                        - Behaviour skills training  
                        - Active Support  
|                      | - Leading PBS in organisations  
                        - PBS and performance management Identifying your Mission  
                        - Assessing what carers do  
                        - Interactive Training  
                        - The literature on changing staff behaviour  
                        - Feedback: The breakfast of champions  
                        - Systems analysis  
                        - Stress in carers  
                        - Promoting resilience in the workforce  
                        - Positive psychology and flourishing  
| PBS facilitators     | Module 1: Foundations of PBS (13 topics)  
                        Topics in italics above were included in this module, in addition to the topics below:  
| Level 4              | Module 2: PBS in Practice (10 topics)  
                        Topics in italics above were included in this module, in addition to the topics below:  
|                      | Module 3: Facilitating PBS in teams (10 topics)  
                        Topics in italics above were included in this module, in addition to the topics below:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PBS for support workers Level 4</th>
<th>As for PBS facilitators but with no third module</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Understanding behaviours that challenge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What is PBS?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Why use PBS</td>
<td>• Motivation and behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• FBA – Defining behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Gathering information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Keeping data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Now what? How to understand your data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Planning support strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Teaching new skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Using behaviour support plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Monitoring outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Front line leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Interactive training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Assessing staff Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Monitoring the effectiveness and quality of support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Quality of life and reducing restrictive practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Understanding systems and putting it all together</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>